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Date:01.06.2022

022-23
QUOTATION ENQUIRY

Sub: euotation enquiry for supply of MRF

-

Tube less Tyres for NlRT,s office vehicle -Reg.

items for
Sealed euotations are invited from registered vendors for supply of the following
use in the official vehicles.
SL. No.

t

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

QTY.

Tubeless Tyres

MRF

10 nos.

(23516s-R17)

fhe envelope containing quotation

superscribed as "Quotation

for supply of

MRF

Director, ICMR,
Tube less Tyres" should either be sent by speed post/courier in the address of
tender box
NIRT, No.1, sathyamoorthy road, chetpet, Chennai-600031 or dropped in the
provided
the NIRT office at Chet pet (should attached the scanned copy of signed and

in
quotations)
so as to reached the office latest by 2L.06.2022 by 3'00p'm'
sealed
Terms & Conditions.

t.

without assigning
The NIRT Office reserves the right to accept or reject any or all quotations
any reasons thereof'

2.

with this process
Any decision taken by the Director, NIRT at any point of time in connection
regard shall be
shall be final and conclusive and no claim or dispute from any quarter in that
entertained.

3.

payment will be made only
No advance payment will be made before placing the order. The
from the
after supply of ltems by raising a formal invoice upon satisfactorily report received
end users.

will not be responsible for any delay or late receipt of quotations and the same

4.

NIRT, Chennai

5.

will not be considered under any circumstances'
unloading,
No extra payment will be made on account of transportation, handling, loading,

6.
7.

g.
g.

labour charges etc.
on per piece
While submitting the quotation the rate against each item should be mentioned
basis and GST etc', should be specified separately'
per notification
The institute is eligible to obtain concessional GST at the rate of 5 % as
Tax (Rate)
no.45/2O!7 - central tax (rate) r.w.T.N.G.O. (MS) No. t6t 47|2Ol7-intergrated

dated 14.11.2017 which will be issued in case invoice with 5% GST is raised'
period of contract the
In case any discrepancy / breach in service contract is noticed during
loss will be ascertained and is liable to the recovery'
year be ensured while
2 year guarantee plus extended warranty free service of one more
submitting the

quotation'
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